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September 8th, 2019 

Scripture: 

Psalm 1 

Philemon: 1: 1-25 

Luke 14: 25-33 

 

“Turning to them He said....” 

 

As we continue in Luke’s Gospel this morning we come to the passage 

where Jesus --- talks about the cost of being a disciple --- the cost of 

following Him. 

 

And the passage begins this way ---- verse 25 ---  

 
“Large crowds were traveling with Jesus, and turning to them he said…” 

 

Notice it’s “large crowds” --- not “a large crowd” ---- but large crowds --- 

suggesting that there are multitude of different kinds of people following 

Him. 

 

Large crowds --- as in a crowd made up of many crowds. 

 

So there is this mass of people --- a cluster of crowds --- including perhaps a 

crowd of devout Jews ---- and also a crowd of zealots perhaps ---- a crowd 

of Pharisee’s and also perhaps a crowd of Saducees --- perhaps there was 

also a crowd of Essenes among the larger mass of crowds. 

 

Perhaps one of the crowds was a group of Roman soldiers --- and another ---

- Rabbi’s --- and another a crowd of tax collectors --- and tanners ---- maybe 

there was also a collection --- a crowd of local artisans ---- potters --- 

painters and sculptors --- and so on. 

 

The point is this wasn’t just a large crowd --- one group of people --- rather 

it was clearly a diverse ---- I would even argue extremely diverse group of 

people following Jesus --- “large crowds” ---- we don’t even use this kind of 

terminology anymore --- we simply say a large crowd. 

 

Large crowds --- lots and lots of people ---- from lots and lots of 

backgrounds ---- clearly a diverse --- huge mass --- of lots and lots of people 

are following Jesus. 
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And then Jesus decides to stop and turn around and speak to them --- say 

something. 

 

“And turning to them He said…”  ---- and the rest of our passage verse 26 to 

the end are Jesus in His own words. 

 

Jesus in His own words. 

 

There aren’t any more important words on the face of the planet that those of 

Christ Himself. 

 

Jesus in His own words ---- and we are blessed this morning with 10 verses 

of Jesus in His own words. 

 

So what exactly does Jesus say --- and what exactly is He concerned with 

that He decides to stop and turn and address this diverse and huge mass of 

people --- these crowds within crowds --- this huge cluster of all kinds of 

different people walking behind Him. 

 

Well --- as we see --- He starts out rather harshly --- picking it up at verse 26 

from Luke’s Gospel today ---  

 

“If anyone comes to me and does not hate father and mother, wife and 

children, brothers and sisters—yes, even their own life—such a person 

cannot be my disciple.” 

 

“If anyone comes to me and does not hate father and mother, wife and 

children, brothers and sisters—yes, even their own life—such a person 

cannot be my disciple.” 

 

Really! 

 

Hate your family Jesus --- hate your life Jesus --- otherwise we can’t be your 

disciple. 

 

Is this really what the good shepherd Jesus Christ is saying here? 

 

Jesus in His own words ---- verse 26 --- Luke 14 ----  
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“If anyone comes to me and does not hate father and mother, wife and 

children, brothers and sisters—yes, even their own life—such a person 

cannot be my disciple.” 

 

Why would He say this? 

 

What could He possibly mean? 

 

Jesus was all about love --- love God --- love neighbour --- love those who 

hurt you ---- love those who sin against you --- forgive seventy times seven 

times even --- be compassionate. 

 

And yet here He turns to a crowd with likely every kind of person 

imaginable in it --- a hugely diverse group of people from here and there and 

everywhere and says ------ “hate your family and hate your life if you want 

to be my disciple”. 

 

So --- what can we make of this? 

 

I don’t think we can gloss over it ----- it is after all Jesus in His own words. 

 

When I was in seminary in Halifax --- before I came to Knox College in 

Toronto ---- when I was at the Atlantic School of Theology in Halifax --- 

sometimes we would joke about challenging passages like this and say---- 

“Hey why don’t we just chalk this up to “Jesus was having a bad day.” --- or 

we would sometimes also say --- “This is just another example of early 

Christian humour.” ----- that one was usually for when it wasn’t Jesus who 

was speaking --- “Early Christian humour.” 

 

Unfortunately it isn’t just Jesus was having a bad day and it isn’t just “early 

Christian humour” either --- instead it is scripture --- indeed it’s Jesus in His 

own words ----- and so we grow and we mature in faith when we wrestle 

with passages that maybe we find challenging or harsh. 

 

And when we do --- even if maybe we don’t all agree on what exactly it’s all 

about --- when we do engage the Word of God --- all of the Word of God ---

- God reveals things to us about ourselves --- about others --- and most 

importantly about Himself ---- and His will and His way --- and our faith 

journeys are enriched and we savour more deeply the goodness of God. 
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So when Jesus says things like ----- “If anyone comes to me and does not 

hate father and mother, wife and children, brothers and sisters—yes, even 

their own life—such a person cannot be my disciple.” 

 

Part of what He is saying is that in order to serve God --- in order to be a 

disciple --- in order to have the kingdom of heaven we must first flee the 

kingdom of earth. 

 

“In order to have the kingdom of heaven we must first flee the kingdom of 

earth.” 

 

And of course that is precisely what Jesus is doing here --- this is precisely 

the kind of journey Jesus is embarking on here. 

 

Jesus is turning towards the cross here in Luke 14. 

 

He’s beginning His journey to His cross --- and part of what He’s saying is 

we too need to journey to our cross --- like Him ----- we too need to journey 

in the direction of death to self. 

 

As has been the case a few times now as we’ve walked through these middle 

chapters of Luke’s gospel these past 6 weeks ---- the first few verses of 

Colossians 3 come to mind. 

 

Colossians 3 opens this way ---  

“Since, then, you have been raised with Christ, set your hearts on things 

above, where Christ is, seated at the right hand of God.  Set your minds on 

things above, not on earthly things.  For you died, and your life is now 

hidden with Christ in God.” 

 

It’s as if Jesus --- recognizing that this large mass of crowds --- this hugely 

diverse cluster of people that are following Him --- physically following 

Him at least --- aren’t also truly following Him --- aren’t spiritually 

following Him --- as he wishes they would. 

 

Physically yes they follow Him --- but spiritually not so much --- that’s why 

He stops and turns and says ---  
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“If anyone comes to me and does not hate father and mother, wife and 

children, brothers and sisters—yes, even their own life—such a person 

cannot be my disciple.” 

 

He wants them to truly follow Him --- not just by putting their feet in some 

of the same places --- but spiritually follow Him --- give up everything --- 

friends --- family --- their very lives --- just as He gave up comforts --- 

friends and family and His very life for God ---- for others ----- for us --- 

each and every one of us here to day --- and indeed all who believe and 

respond and follow and sacrifice --- and confess --- and so much more as 

well. 

 

Back to Jesus in His own words today --- 

“Suppose one of you wants to build a tower. Won’t you first sit down and 

estimate the cost to see if you have enough money to complete it?” ---- Jesus 

says in verse 28 today in Luke 14. 

 

And then ---  

“Or suppose a king is about to go to war against another king. Won’t he first 

sit down and consider whether he is able with ten thousand men to oppose 

the one coming against him with twenty thousand?” --- verse 31. 

 

Jesus in His own words today ------ Jesus turning to them said ---- 

 

“Suppose one of you wants to build a tower. Won’t you first sit down and 

estimate the cost… 

 

and … 

 

“suppose a king is about to go to war against another king. Won’t he first sit 

down and consider whether he is able to do” …  with the number of men he 

has. 

 

Sometimes being a disciple means we have to estimate --- count --- calculate 

--- be shrewd perhaps even. 

 

In a couple of weeks we’ll get to Luke 16 where Jesus tells the story --- the 

parable --- of the shrewd manager ----but for now suffice it to say we have to 

count the cost --- be acute --- and ---- to use a more theological word we 

have to be discerning and then some.  
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Why? ----- because Jesus wants us all in or not at all. 

 

Part of what Jesus is conveying in talking about preparing to build a tower 

and preparing to fight with an army --- is that it takes resolve and it also 

takes preparation. 

 

And Jesus doesn’t soft soap or deceive anybody in inviting them to follow 

Him and be one of His disciples. 

 

He makes it very clear in Luke 14 today that rather than participating in an 

earthly kingdom with earthly blessings ----- those who follow Him need to 

be prepared to carry the cross and work for a kingdom not of this world.  

 

I don’t know about you --- but to me these are words of great 

encouragement. 

 

What is more enticing --- exciting --- and rewarding --- not to mention 

faithful ---- than being drawn to the Saviour who wants us to give our very 

all? 

 

Who would want to follow someone who says something like --- “Hey there 

if you come with me I won’t ask much of you just a little bit from time to 

time here and there ---- come with me and you can keep everything you 

already have and sacrifice nothing --- follow me and you’ll stay the same 

person you were when I met you.” 

 

“Come with me and things will basically stay the same for you.” --- isn’t a 

very compelling call to follow at all. 

 

Jesus on the other hand says --- “Come and follow me and everything will 

change --- you will not only have abundant life but you will have everlasting 

life.” ------ that’s compelling --- that’s interesting --- that’s worth getting up 

and on with. 

 

That’s Jesus --- “Come and follow me and everything about you will 

change.” 

 

Whoever is in Christ is a new creation the old has passed and everything has 

become new.” --- the Apostle Paul reminds us in 2 Corinthians. 
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Jesus invites us into something grand and beautiful and awesome and 

splendid in its goodness beauty and truth --- and so it can’t be all that 

surprising that it also has some pretty high demands as well. 

 

Jesus makes it clear right from the get go with this massive and diverse 

collection of people ----- following Him may cost them some of the earthly 

things they value most --- things like --- friends and family --- and their way 

of life as they know it. 

 

“If anyone comes to me and does not hate father and mother, wife and 

children, brothers and sisters—yes, even their own life—such a person 

cannot be my disciple.” 

 

If anyone comes to me and hangs on to things of this world instead of 

focusing on kingdom things --- things of heaven --- such a person cannot be 

my disciple. 

 

In order to have the kingdom of heaven we must flee the kingdom of earth. 

 

In order to have the kingdom of heaven ---- we must take up our cross as He 

took up His cross. 

 

In order to have the kingdom of heaven ---- we must sacrifice everything as 

He sacrificed everything. 

 

Or as Jesus bluntly put it in verse 33 today from the Gospel ----  

“In the same way, those of you who do not give up everything you have 

cannot be my disciples.” 

 

Jesus in His won words today ----- not a news broadcast --- not CBC --- 

CNN ---- BBC ---- CTV --- City News ---- not a Facebook post --- not a text 

or tweet --- not Instagram --- but the sovereign Lord of the universe --- 

 

“In the same way, those of you who do not give up everything you have 

cannot be my disciples.” 

 

This is Jesus speaking right --- right here in Luke 14 --- verse 33--- 
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“In the same way, those of you who do not give up everything you have 

cannot be my disciples.” 

 

Are there things? --- better put ----- because there are always things ---- what 

things do we --- what things do you need to give up ----- in order to be a 

better disciple? 

 

And to be sure --- it will differ for each of us --- what I need to give up is 

likely different from what you need to give up. 

 

What your neighbour --- or spouse --- or friend --- or child ---- or co-worker 

--- need to give up is likely a little different from exactly what you need to 

give up here --- now --- today --- at this particular juncture in your journey in 

faith  ------ in order to be a better --- in order to be a more faithful disciple of  

Jesus Christ.   

 

The Good News about this is --- we don’t have to beat ourselves up because 

we’re not good enough. 

 

And we don’t have to beat ourselves up or pound ourselves down because 

we’re not perfect and spotless ----- Jesus knows there are things we have to 

give up --- Jesus knows there will always be things we have to give up --- 

change --- do away with ---- and yet He loves us always and forever. 

 

We don’t have to qualify --- or accomplish --- we don’t earn the love of God 

--- it’s right there ever before us --- it’s right here --- ever within us ---- we 

simply have to surrender. 

 

Abraham didn’t have to sacrifice Isaac --- kill him on the alter ---- but he did 

first have to surrender --- and be truly ready to sacrifice him. 

 

In Genesis 22 ---- verse 16 after Abraham bound his son and pulled out the 

knife ready to sacrifice him ---- the language is ---- ““I swear by 

myself, declares the Lord, that because you have done this and have not 

withheld your son, your only son, I will surely bless you…” 

 

Abraham withheld nothing ----- he was willing and ready ----- perched with 

son bound up and knife in hand --- to give everything he treasured --- his 

son. 
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“In the same way, those of you who do not give up everything you have 

cannot be my disciples.” 

 

Abraham was ready to give up everything ---- are we? 

 

Or ----- do we treasure something that we’re not really willing to sacrifice? 

 

Look at Philemon in the book that bears his name ---- we heard it read 

earlier. 

 

Philemon has a slave --- a living tool at his disposal --- that’s what a slave 

was sometimes referred to --- as a living tool. 

 

Onesimus is a living tool to Philemon --- and Paul bids him to set him free --

- and receive him not as a slave but as a brother --- “a dear brother” --- as 

verse 16 says. 

 

In other words forget about the earthly order --- yes he --- Onesimus --- left 

you as a slave and returns to you as a slave according to the law --- but 

instead Paul says to Philemon --- receive Onesimus back not as a slave but 

as a dear brother --- give up part of your earthly kingdom ---- flee the 

kingdom of earthly ways --- and enter into the kingdom of heavenly ways --- 

and receive this Onesimus back as a dear brother and not a slave. 

 

That’s the kind of radical teaching and reality that is the Gospel of Jesus 

Christ. 

 

That’s the kind of beautiful ----- loving --- life giving --- saving love that is 

the Gospel of Jesus Christ ---- letting go of earthly values and order --- and 

ways of being and living ----- and entering into the joy of the Lord --- the 

kingdom of God’s love. 

 

There were an estimated 60 million slaves in the Roman Empire at the time 

Paul was writing to Philemon about Onesimus. 

 

60 million slaves ---- and a situation like what we have with Onesimus 

where a slave was separated from it’s owner would usually be quite simple -

-- crucify him --- kill him then and there --- there was a great fear of slave 

revolt so any slave that misbehaved had to be punished swiftly and 

decisively to ensure total subservience and fear --- every single time and 
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without delay --- or the whole Roman system could topple if the slaves ever 

revolted. 

 

But Paul pleas for another way ---- a new way --- a Gospel way ---- forgive -

-- be gracious as Christ was gracious --- think kingdom of heaven --- receive 

Onesimus as a dear brother. 

 

Don’t do what you brother or your mother or your friend or your family may 

say --- what the culture says ---- do as Jesus would have you do. 

 

Don’t do as the courts and Romans and magistrates would have you do ---- 

forget about the fear of potentially inciting a slave revolt --- that’s secondary 

---- just do as Jesus would have you do --- that’s what matters most ---- Paul 

pleas to Philemon. 

 

“If anyone comes to me and does not hate father and mother, wife and 

children, brothers and sisters—yes, even their own life—such a person 

cannot be my disciple.” 

 

If anyone comes to me and does not hate the arrangements and ways of this 

world --- they cannot be my disciple. 

 

But Paul like Jesus --- doesn’t force the decision on Philemon he simply 

offers it like a gentleman or gentlewoman would do. 

 

Paul is a gentleman --- God is a gentleman --- no force --- but choice ----

Philemon has a choice --- we have a choice. 

 

Verse 14 from Philemon ----  

“But I did not want to do anything without your consent, so that any favor 

you do would not seem forced but would be voluntary.” 

 

Jesus invited Abraham to sacrifice Isaac --- give up everything --- his son --- 

and sons were everything. 

 

God didn’t force Abraham --- He told him what to do and Abraham 

followed. 

 

Jesus doesn’t force us --- He invites and encourages ----- sometimes maybe 

even urges ----- but He never forces us --- He always gives us choice. 
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“Turning to them He said…” --- our passage opens today --- not --- “Turning 

to them He forced them…” 

 

Like the builder in the parable in Luke’s Gospel today ---- we have to “sit 

down and estimate” --- as verse 28 says. 

 

Like the king in verse 31 ---- we have to ---- “sit down and consider” --- 

whether we are able --- what we are able to do. 

 

There’s no force when it came to Abraham and Isaac. 

 

There’s no force when it came to Paul and Philemon. 

 

There’s no force when it comes to Christ and us. 

 

“Turning to them He said…” --- our passage opens today --- not --- “Turning 

to them He forced them…” 

 

There is consequence to our choice for sure --- but there is no force in the 

decision making process. 

 

“Turning to them He said…” --- our passage begins. 

 

And it ends with ---  

 

“Whoever has ears to hear, let them hear.” 

 

Just because we have ears doesn’t mean we will actually hear ---- but we are 

certainly invited --- encouraged ---- urged even to hear. 

 

As Desiderius Erasmus said on this last line from Luke 14 --- back in the 

16th century ---- “Not everyone’s ears are capable of enduring such talk.” 

 

Jesus ---  

“Whoever has ears to hear, let them hear.” 

 

And then Erasmus commenting on these words of Christ ---  

“Not everyone’s ears are capable of enduring such talk.” 
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Jesus knew that not everyone was willing or capable of taking in --- 

enduring the Gospel. 

 

Some people just can’t hear the gospel without being offended or hurt or 

bothered or whatever --- something hinders them from ever hearing it ---- 

they choose not to hear it because it hurts them --- or they don’t like it ---- or 

it offends them or whatever ---- we have a choice for sure --- and for sure 

our choice has consequences. 

 

We can be that person who with ears who hears --- as Jesus wants us to be. 

 

We can be that person who takes in the wonderful words of life ---- the 

saving love of God in Jesus Christ.  

 

Or we can be the person who refuses to accept it or believe it ---- we can be 

the one who can’t endure it as Erasmus says. 

 

When Jesus turns to us and speaks --- may we have ears that hear. 

 

Ears that hear the wonderful words of life ----- the beautiful words of gospel 

truth ---- the saving love of God in Christ Jesus our Lord. 

 

Our Psalm today ---- Psalm 1 puts it this way ----  

 

“Blessed is the one… 

 whose delight is in the law of the Lord, 

    and who meditates on his law day and night. 

That person is like a tree planted by streams of water, 

    which yields its fruit in season 

and whose leaf does not wither— 

    whatever they do prospers.” 

 

Christ in His own words today Luke 14 --- with His teaching in between 

these words ---- 

 

“Turning to them He said…” 

 

and then … 
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“Whoever has ears to hear, let them hear.” 

 

 May we delight in the law of the Lord, 

 and meditate on his law day and night. 

 

May we forever remain open to the beautiful good --- true --- and life saving 

---- words ---- teachings --- love --- and way ----- of Jesus Christ our Lord. 

 

Jesus in Hs own words ---  

 

“Turning to them He said…” 

 

and … 

 

“Whoever has ears to hear, let them hear.” 

 

When Jesus turns to us to speak ---- may we have ears to hear. 

 

To God be the glory now and forever. 

 

Amen.   


